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still reeling from the devastation of Hurricane Sandy. More than
400,000 residents of the city were without power early Saturday,

Mayor Michael Bloomberg announced, and there were no
immediate reports of major damage at the water-logged site of the
World Trade Center site. But the massive task of restoring the city

and its transportation system remained daunting as officials
announced a total blackout for New Jersey, which was hit hard by

the storm that also swept through the US Northeast. “There’s a
sense of rhythm and a sense of momentum here that’s very

important to all of us,” said Mayor Bloomberg, standing near the
entrance of a tunnel linking the two regions. “Now we have to focus
on getting to work. We have to open up the city, and get everything
that can be done done,” he said. The mayor said he planned to visit
the hard-hit Rockaways area of Queens with New Jersey Governor

Chris Christie this weekend. Visitors poured into New York’s
largest city as numbers swelled on the Brooklyn and Manhattan

bridges, on Staten Island and on buses that connected them. At the
Queensboro Bridge at about 10:00 am (1300 GMT), the queue of

people snaked for several hundred yards
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within the past six months. Set your way
premium with Clarion 5 Enterprise Edition.
See the key features below. Introducing the
world's smallest, lightest, most affordable,

free-standing desktop programmable Clarion
5 with Intel® Atom™ processor, WiFi,

GSM, GPS and many other features. The
narrow-bodied design provides extra-narrow

depth but a 16" footprint on all sides - the
same width as a PC monitor. Free-standing,
portable Clarion 5 Enterprise Edition is ideal
for use as a laptop, netbook, desktop or big-

screen TV. Powerful, cost-effective Clarion 5
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is packaged with features that enable you to
easily create amazing multimedia, interactive

products like animated interactive graphic
games, Internet web-pages, digital slideshows,

home movies, and document presentations.
Clarion 5 includes every communication tool
you need. Review the Available tools below.
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